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Abstract:/
4sx paper W~e present/ al systolic algorithms for Factorial Data Analyuis:matrix products

of several types such as XXT where X is a rectangular matrix of size k x n,RX where R is upper
triangular of size k,AB where A and B are square dense matrices of size k,Cholesky factorizations
and triangular matrix inversions.

AUl these algorithms are built to run efficiently on the sam asynchronous MIM triangular
systolic array with orthogonal connections:SARDA(Systolic Array for Data Analysis).
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1. Introduction

The computations needed for Factorial Data Analysis come down to a unique computation
kernel [2,3]. For each of the factorial techniques there is a preliminary computation to do on the
matrix of observations to obtain the k x n matrix of data X and possibly on the A, (respectively
B),symmetric positive definite matrix of size n,(respectively k),which represents the chosen norm
on R^,(respectively Rh). Then we compute the Cholesky factorization of A and B when they are
not diagonal.we define RA and RB upper triangular of sizes n and k such that A - RTRA and
B = RgRa (where T stands for transposition).
After that we let E = RBXRT and W - EET and we define the eigenvalue decomposition
of W:(A.,wi) for i = 1,...,k such that wTtvi = 1. Finally we compute fi = RTwi and gi

Xi1 2AXTf ,.
We can therefore restrict ourselves to the following set of computations:

1. matrix product A - XXT where X is k x n.

2. Cholesky factorization A = RAT RA of order k.

3. triangular matrix inversion R1 1.

4. matrix products RX where R is upper triangular of size k and X rectangular of size k x n and
matrix products AB where A and B are both square of order k.

5. dominant eigenvalues computation of the symmetric positive definite matrix W of order k.

The purpose of that work was to devise efficient systolic algorithms for the computations listed
above from 1 to 5 all running on the same programmable systolic array:the Systolinag machine
built by Gerard Chevalier[11]. This machine composed of 9 processors allows to create or to simu-
late experimental,two-dimensional systolic arrays of sizes from 2 up to 12:SARDA(Systolic Array
for Factorial Data Analysis).
Each processor has a microprocessor MC6809,an arithmetic coprocessor AMD951,a ROM(Read
Only Memory) of 4Kbytes,a RAM(Random Access Memory) of up to 16 Kbytes and 4 communica-
tion channels to let the processor communicate with its 4 nearest neighbors from NorthSouth,East,
and West[11.
We wanted to use the Systolimag machine as an asynchronous MIMD(Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data) machine.That is to say to use the fact that the processors are programmable and they don't
have to do all the same thing and that their programs are ruled by data flow.

As our systolic array had to be of a fixed size * (a :5 12) we realized the computations I to 5
with matrices of size a x a or a x n by block partitioning (see [10,3]). We wanted also to keep the
same structure for all our algorithms in order not to lose time by changing the connections with
the nearest neighbors between two algorithms.
We chose a triangular array with orthogonal connections (four nearest neighbors north-east-south-
west) as our stucture to deal with Factorial Data Analysis.The first reason is because Data Analysis
involve mainly symmetric or triangular matrices so we only need to use a(8 + 1)/2 processors (one
per matrix element) instead of 82 .The second reason is that this structure is especially well suited
for implementing I and 2 in cascade [10,12,13].The orthogonal connections are the simpliest to build
because every processor has 4 "natural' (hardware) communication channels with its neighbors and
they are mainly used for the computations 1 to 5.

In section 2 we present the systolic implementation of the matrix product A = XXT with X
rectangular of size ax n followed in cascade by the Cholesky factorization of size a of A: A = RTR.In
section 3 we detaile the upper triangular matrix inversion with R stored in the array and the matrix
products described as computations 4.
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Figure 1: progression of the matrix X in the array for the

computation of A = X X 2 .

2. Systolic Implementation of A = XX T and Choleky factorzation of A,A =R2"R:

2.1. matx product A = XX T with X of size x n:
Set dow n A = ( >j)._<.g.W e have: -j = E t- jz j

The processor ij computes A d = Aj. Here are now the detail of the operations carried out by

the array in the cae = 3 and n -- 4.The figure presents the proresion of the matrix X in the

array with the time steps which correspond to.At each clock cycle Trech processor receiving input

data perform a multiplication on them, adds this result to its memory contents and broadcasts

the data on its outputsThere e two types of cells,the diagonal cells which only receive one input

data and the others which receive two.It corresponds to two data treatments which are desceribed

respectivey by figures 2a and 2b.
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We get A11i = Alusn za at the instant nT.
We get A2.2 = = z24 at the instant (n + 2)T.

We get A .,. = z! at the instant (n + 2(& - 1))T.

So we need (n + 2s - 2) time steps to compute XXT.

u V: vi- U ~ l J

U U2.

Figure 2: (2a) program of a diagonal cell.

(2b) program of a non diagonal cell.

2.2. Cholesky factorization of A,A - RTR:
We can link the matrix product A = XXT together with the Cholesky factorization of A.As

soon as the first Aij are computed the computation of R upper triangular such that A = RTR can
begin.

Set down R = (rjj)j!5j<..We have:

r=,i = [A, - ri,2 7,]1/2 for i = 1,...,.

rij = [Ajj - , ji-., -I ,jrij]/ 2 /rj,j for j - 1,..., a and i < j.

There are Cholesky algorithms different from this one presented here.Those are adaptations
of the LU factorization of a square matrix (chapter 4 of [7],chapter 2 of [4],[6]) to the symmetric
case [1].The Brent-Luk model [1] is an hexagonal array of 8(8 + 1)/2 processors and needs 4 times
step.The algorithm of Schreiber [12],[131 can be implemented on a triangular orthogonal array
composed of a(s + 1)/2 processors and needs only 38 time steps.The arithmetic operations are

roughly the same.The winning of 8 time steps comes from the fact that in our case the matrix

3
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A stay@ in the array for a susequent utilisation (cmuainof JRlor matrix product of R by
another matrix). In the Brent and Luk model 11 the computation of R is achieved only when the
matrix R is out of the a&nay which takes s additional times steps.

In our array the non diagonal processors ji compute rij for j > i,and the diagonal processors
compute rjj.We can m on the figure 3 how we obtain the rij from the Ajj AlA at each time
sep.As for the matrix product XXT there are two types of cells,the diagonal cells and the others
which perform different tasks showed in the figures 4a,4b,5a and 5b.Thes tasks can be decomposed
in two dope-tlhe first one is composed of (j - 1) time steps where j stands for the column index of
the array andthe second oneof one time step. During the first stepevery processor receiving input
data perform a mutplication on hesutrtsthis result to its memory content and broadcasts
the data on its outputs.During the second stepthe diagonal processors compute the square root of
their imoy content and send it downwards andthe non diagonal processoruedivide their memory
content by the last data they receive and end this result to the right.

1is

(n~s) 112(n~s+ i)T

Figure 3: Cholesky factorization of A:computation of the
upper triangular matrix R such that A = RTR.

We Set vI,1 = [Al,lJ 1/2 at the instant (n + 1)T.

We get r2,2 = [A2.2 - 21,2I1/ at the instant (n + s + 1)T =(n + 4)T.
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We get .,. =-- [A*.,. - ].1/ 2 at the instant (n + 2a - 1)T = (n + 1 + 3(s - 1))T.

So we need (3. - 2) time steps to compute R from A.

U V =V-U 2U----VV

((46)

U U2.

Figure 4: (4a) first step of the program of a diagonal cell.
(4b) first step of the program of a non diagonal cell.

U2.

Tsc (56)

V u2

Figure 5: (5sa) second step of the program of a diagonal cell.
(5b) second step of the program of a non diagonal cell.
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3. Other matrix computations:

We defined the triangular structure of the array from the two functions to perform in cas-

cade:computation of A = XXT and then the Cholesky factorization of A.It remains to show that
the triangular array allows us to execute efficiently the other functions:matrix inversion and matrix
products.

3.1. triangular matrix inversion:

Sometimesin Factorial Data Analysiswe have A - ' and B - 1 which are matrices of empirical
variance of the form XXT instead of A and B, and for the computation of E = RBXRAwe need
the Cholesky factorizations of A and B.To get these we proceed in two steps:first,we define the
Cholesky factorizations of A- 1 and B- 1 :A - 1 = RTARA-i and B - 1 = RTIRB-, and second,we

inverse the upper triangular matrices RA-i and RB-t .Then we have: E = (RB-,)-IX(RA-I) - T .

The step of matrix inversion is always preceded by a Cholesky factorization. That is why we

can always compute R - I from R,R being already stored in the array.We present here a method for
our triangular array of s(s + 1)/2 processors which can be executed in (2s - 1) time steps from R
stored in the array.

The Li and Wah algorithm [81 can be done on a triangular array of 8(s + 1)/2 processors

and in (2s - 1) time steps but the interconnections are this time hexagonal (every processor has 6
neighbors).Furthermore the matrix R and the matrix W of the intermediate results which will be
R - 1 at the exit of the array,are both introduced in the array.

For our method and that of Li and Wah [8] the arithmetic operations are roughly the same,only
the diagonal processors tasks and the data flow movements differ.These algorithms are optimal in
that sense that they minimize the number of processors and time steps.(see [8])

Set down R = (rij)j<.<j<. and R - 1 = (r!Q)<j<j<..We have:

r,= for i = 1,.s.., and rj = -[=j,+j r,j] r,, r j 1... , a and i <j.
1, , 

The figure 6 presents the movements of the rd and the time steps they are obtained from
the rij in the array for a = 4.The diagonal processors ii having their memory content equal to
ri,,jnverse it and send this value downwards and to the left at the right time steps.(see figure
7a).The non diagonal processors ji compute the r! from the tij contained in their memory.They
execute tasks which can be splitted up into three step,the first and the third,of one time step and

.the second, of (j - i - 1) time steps corresponding to (j - i - 1) successive couple of data inputs
where i and j stand respectively for the row and column indices of the array.These three steps are

described by the figures 7b,8a and 8b. During the first step every processor receiving an input
data sends first its memory content downwards,then multiplies the data with it,changes the sign
and sends the data on its output.During the second step the processors perform a multiplication
on their input datasubstract this result to their memory content and send the data on their
outputs.Finally,during the third step,the processors multiply the last input data they receive with
their memory contentsend the data on their output and then this result to the left.
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We s't v.i 1/rj, a -- instn i.

We get t1, -1 1/r, -at the instant "'

We get r ._.l.= -re-i,, • ,. • r._l.,._.i at the instant 3T = (1 + 2 x 1)T'.
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So we need (2.-i1) time step. to compute R -1 from R.
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V V

Figure 7: (7a) program of a diagonal cell.
(7b) first step of the program of a non diagonal call.

U1 UIVV4

U2  U,17

Figure 8: (8a) second step of the program of a non diagonal
cell. (8b) third step of the program of a non diagonal cell.
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3.2. matrix products:

There are a lot of systolic algorithms for matrix products.They depend on the chosen structure
of the array,(hexagonal or orthogonal connections), and on the type of cells,(with local memory or
not). Suppose we want to compute the product C = AB with A and B square matrices of size
s;the rows of A and the columns of B will have to cross in the array to get the matrix C.

When the cells have no local memory the intermediate results E1=,P ajbzj,1 < p _ a have to
go through the array at the same time as the matrices A and B (19],6],r81).

In the model of Melkemi and Tchuente [9] the matrix A (respectively B) is introduced column
by column (respectively row by row) and moves horizontally along the rows of the array from the
left to the right (respectively from the right to the left). C moves vertically from the top to the
bottom.The connections between cells are orthogonal and the array can be square (composed of s 2

cells) or rectangular (composed of a x m cells with m > a).The product is executed after (3s - 2)
time steps.If the array is of size s(29 - 1) we only have to introduce the matrix A (respectively B)
column by column (respectively row by row).But if the array is of size ax m with a : m < 2a- 1,we
have to repeat some of the elements of the columns of A (respectively of the rows of B) because
some of the cells have to perform the tasks of several cells. By using this principle we can execute
a matrix product of two square matrices of size s on an array of s cells in (3a - 2) time steps.
This algorithm is optimal (it minimizes the number of time steps and processors).Nevertheless it
has two drawbacks:

1. it is necessary to apply a non trivial treatment to the matrix A and B (dupplicate some columns
or rows) before introducing them into the array.

2. when we want to compute several matrix products in cascade,as it is our case when we have
to deal with block partioning,the duration of introducing the matrices A and B into the array
is practically doubled which delays for about a time steps for the next product.

The Kung and Leiserson model [6J1,7 is used for band matrix products. If A and B are of band
widths twl and W2 the product C = AB is performed on an array with hexagonal connections,a
parallelogram shape and composed of wl x w2 cells.A andB are introduced diagonal by diagonal
along the diagonals of the array from the top and the result C moves vertically from the botLom
to the top.The product is obtained after 3s + min(w1, tw2) time steps.However this array cannot be
used for dense matrices because the number of cells of the array becomes too high ((2a - 1)2 cells
would be necessary).

The Li and Wah algorithm [8] deals with dense matrices on an array with hexagonal connec-
tions.It is of the same type of array than that of Kung and Leiserson but it allows,thanks to a
different data introduction,to reduce the number of time steps and cells.The array has this time an
hexagonal shape and is composed of 3a(s - 1) cells.The matrices B and C move along the diago-
nals of the array,B from the top,C from the bottom, and A moves vertically from the bottom to
the top.The matrices A and B are introduced counterdiagonals by counterdiagonals,the (28 - 1)
counterdiagonals along the diagonals of the array and we get C diagonal by diagonal.The matrix
product is computed after 2s time steps.The algorithm is simple to do and very fast but the cost
of processors is still high.

When the cells have a local memory the arrays are the most often square, with orthogonal
connections and composed of s 2 cells.The matrices A and B move along perpendicular directions
and the intermediate results F'=lP ajjbjj,l < p < a are stored in the cell of the ith row and jth
column which computes cij ([5]).In that case the matrix product takes (38 - 2) time steps and
(a - 1) additional time steps are necessary to get the matrix C out of the array.

9
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Melkemi and Tchuente [9] use again the same technique of dupplication of some elements of
A and B in order to activate faster the cells of the array and thus save (s - 1) time steps.This
algorithm is optimal if we introduce A and B along two sides of the array but it has the same
drawbacks than those quoted earlier.

3.2.1. matrix product RX with:

" R upper triangular of size s
" X rectangular of size s x n

We cannot use here the techniques of matrix products described above because our array is tri-
angular instead of being square or rectangular,but the basic operations are roughly the same.Instead
of moving R and X simultaneously in the array along different directions we introduce the matrix
R a little time before the matrix X in order to store it in the array.Every rij is then memorized in
the cell ji.When X is introduced,its elements are multiplied by the memory contents of the cells
forming the product C = RX which moves from the top to the bottom.

Set down R = (rij)I~i<5,,X = (xij) 1i<5<. and C = (cij) i1:<. .
1:_j_5n 15j:<n

The figure 9 presents the movings of the matrices R and X and the dates, the cij are computed
in the array for a = 3 and n = 4.There are once more two types of cells which tasks are described
by the figures 10a and 10b. Every diagonal cell ii memorizes ri,,then multiplies its memory content
by the input data it receives and sends this result downwards.Every non diagonal cell ij memorizes
ri,i,multiplies its memory content by the input data coming from the left and broadcasts it to the
right,adds this product with the input data coming from the top and sends this result downwards.
Our matrix product is executed in (2a + n - 1) time steps which is of the same order of time as
the product algorithms described above but with practically twice less cells.This product takes
place in the computation of E = RBXRA where RA and RB are upper triangular of sizes n and
k respectively and X is k x n (see introduction).When k > a we apply block partitioning to the
matrices R and X (see [10]).

The product C = RX is followed by the product E = C(R)T which can be performed in the
same way but,instead of introducing C row by row as X, we introduce C column by column.This
second step begins at the instant (n+ 1)T just after the entry of X1 ,n in the array and is executed in
(2n + a - 1) time steps.As soon as we get the first elements eij of E, the computation of W = EET

(see introduction) can begin.This last step begins at the instant (2n+2)T and as it can be performed
in (n + 2a - 2) time steps (see 2.1.) we get W in the array after (3n + 28) time steps and,out the
array, after (4n + 2a - 1) time steps.

10
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Figure 9: moving of the matrices RX, and C in the array
for the product C = RX.

we get Cl,1 = ri * zi., at the instant (s + 1)T.

We get C1.2 = ri tlI zl,g at the instant (a + 2)T.

We get Cl.1, = ~ai.ri, * Z,, at the instant (s + n)T.

We get cS,n, T#, *. X#,,, A the instant (2. + ni - 1)T.

So weget C RX after (2 + n -1)time teps.
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Figure 10: (lOa) program of a diagonal cell.The cell mem-
orizes the value v it receives.
(lob) program of a non diagonal cell.The cell memorizes the
first value v it receives and then broadcasts the following val-
ues to the right.

3.2.2. matrix product C = AB with:

* A and B square matrices of size 8.
Our array being composed of processors with local memories,we can use the techniques pre-

sented in [51 which consist of sending A horizontally by rows, B vertically by columns and of storing
the intermediate results of the product F-1=11 ajbij in the processor ij.(see figure 11) But in that
way we only get the elements of the lower triangular part of C. In order to obtain the upper
triangular part of C we introduce the matrix B (respectively A) by columns (respectively rows)
again into the array but that time horizontally (respectively vertically).The matrices A and B are
introduced again into the array in the following way:

Every aij,l = 1,...,. of the jth row of A is memorized in the jth diagonal processor during
the computation of cij = F1=1, aijbij and is sent again to the bottom of the array, one time step
after b.j;the bji, - 1,...,. of the ith column of B enter the array one time step after ai,..(see
figure 12)

Every diagonal processor ii computes ci,j and every non diagonal processor ij,cij and then Ci,i
with i > jwithout waiting delay between these two operations.The movings of the matrices A and
B in the array and the instants when the Cj, are computed are detailed in the figures 11 and 12 and
the tasks of the diagonal and non diagonal cells,in the figures 13a,13b,14a and 14b.This product is
executed in (4. - 3) time steps which represents a saving in comparison with the standard matrix
product which is executed in (38 - 2) time steps on an array of s2 processors.

12
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First phase:computation of the lower triangular part of

C.
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U1  V=Vi-U 4 *UZ

(13a) (175 )

U U1

Figure 13: (13a) first phas of the program of a -diago-
nal cell:the cell memorizes every ul it receives in an internal
FIFO(First In First Out).
(13b) second phase of the program of a diagonal cel:the cell
broadcasts every ul memorized in its internal FIFO.

(A 1  U1

U 2  U1

Figure 14: (14a) first phase of the program of a non diagonal
cell.
(14b) second phase of the program of a non diagonal cell.

The reader will find page 16 a summary table of the studied algorithms as well as comparisons
with other algorithms.We put a star * on those we choe.Ail these algorithms are linear in time.
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algorithm shape and connections number of time steps authors and special
of the array features

matrix product XXT triangular array of (n + 2s - 2) time steps Schreiber* [12],[13]
with X of size a x n (s + 1)/2 proces-

sors with orthogonal
connections [fig 1-2]

Cholesky factorization triangular array of (3. - 2) time steps Schreiber* [121,13]:in
of XXTsquare matrix 8(8 + 1)/2 proces- cascade with the ma-
of size . sors with orthogonal trix product XXT

connections [fig 3-5]

triangular array of 4 time steps Brent-Luk [1]
s(s -t 1)/2 proces-
sors with hexagonal
connections

inversion of R upper triangular array of (2s - 1) time steps Li-Wah [8]
triangular matrix of 9(s + 1)/2 proces-
size 8 sors with hexagonal

connections

triangular array of (28 - 1) time steps Porta [10]:is computed
8(s + 1)/2 proces- from R stored in the
sors with orthogonal array
connections [fig 6-8]

matrix product RX triangular array of (2. + n - 1) time steps Porta [10]:R is stored
with R upper trian- s(8 + 1)/2 proces- in the array before X
gular of size 8 and X sors with orthogonal is introduced
rectangular of size 8 x n connections [fig 9-101

matrix product of two square array of 82 pro- (38 - 2) time steps Melkemi-Tchuente [9]
square dense matrices cessors with orthogonal
of size a connections

hexagonal array of 2s time steps Li- Wah [8]
3s(s - 1) processors
with hexagonal connec-
tions

triangular array of (48 - 3) time steps Porta* [10]:compu-
a(s + 1)/2 proces- tation of the upper
sors with orthogonal triangular part and
connections [fig 11-14] then of the lower trian-

gular part.

Table 1: Matrix computations

16
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